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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a compact surface S of negative Euler characteristic, a geodesic lamination is a partial 
foliation of S by geodesics of a fixed negatively curved metric on S (see Section 3 for 
definitions which are more precise and independent of a choice of metric). W.P. Thurston 
used geodesic laminations endowed with transverse measures, namely measures on the local 
space of leaves of I, to interpolate between simple closed curves on S. For almost two 
decades now, the corresponding space &9(S) of measured laminations has been a very 
powerful tool in low-dimensional topology and geometry. When trying to compute deriva- 
tives, one is led to study tangent vectors of AZ(S). The space AU(S) is not a differentiable 
manifold, but is anyway a finite dimensional piecewise linear manifold, so that these tangent 
vectors are defined as combinatorial objects. In [l], we gave an analytical interpretation of 
these combinatorial tangent vectors as geodesic laminations endowed with another type of 
transverse structure, namely a transverse Holder distribution. This turns out to be a conve- 
nient tool for applications; see for instance [2-41. 
In addition to the fact that they naturally arise in this way, transverse Holder distribu- 
tions are interesting by themselves. Indeed, a geodesic lamination does not admit a trans- 
verse differentiable structure, except in the relatively degenerate case where it only consists 
of finitely many closed geodesics. As a consequence, it can be endowed with relatively few 
simple transverse structures. Transverse Holder distributions can be considered to be at the 
next level away from smoothness after transverse measures. 
In this paper, we analyze the transverse Holder distributions with which a given 
geodesic lamination 1 can be endowed. In particular, in Theorem 11, we classify all 
transverse Holder distributions for 1 in terms of weights on a train track carrying 1. As 
a consequence, these transverse Holder distributions for I form a finite dimensional vector 
space, whose dimension is explicitly calculated in Theorem 15 in terms of the Euler 
characteristic of 1 and of the number of its orientable components. This classification is used 
in [ 11 to determine which transverse Holder distributions correspond to tangent vectors of 
./#5?(S). 
A natural question is also to ask what the support of a transverse Holder distribution 
can be. A geodesic lamination I admits a full support transverse measure if and only if each 
of its leaves is dense in the connected component of 1 that contains it. Many more geodesic 
laminations admit full support transverse Holder distributions, although not all of them. In 
Theorem 16, we completely characterize which geodesic laminations admit full support 
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transverse Holder distributions, in terms of a certain orientation property of their infinite 
isolated leaves. 
These are the main results of the article, but also prove some minor properties which are 
useful for applications. For instance, in Section 6, we rephrase the classification of trans- 
verse Holder distribution for a given geodesic lamination 1 in terms of a certain combina- 
torial notion of transverse cocycles for I. These transverse cocycles are more intrinsic, 
because they are independent of the choice of a train track carrying 1. But their main 
interest is that they also occur in other problems, such as the shearing coordinates for 
Teichmiiller space and the measurement of the bending of a pleated surface in a hyperbolic 
3-manifold [2]. 
2. HOLDER DISTRIBUTIONS 
Given a metric space (X, d), recall that a function cp :X + [w is Hiilder continuous if there 
exists two constants A > 0 and v with 0 < v < 1 such that Iv(x) - q(y)] < Ad&, y)’ for 
every x, y E X. The number v is a Halder exponent for q, and the Hiilder norm of exponent 
v of q is 
II (PII” = s;P I&N + :upy km - cp(Y)ld(% Y)F’ 
Let H(X) denote the space of Holder continuous functions cp:X + R with compact 
support. For every v > 0 and every compact subset K of X, let H, (X; K) denote the space of 
~EH(X) which have Holder exponent v and whose support is contained in K, endowed 
with the topology defined by the norm 11 IIv. Note that there is a continuous inclusion map 
H, (X; K) + H,, (X; K’) for every v’ < v and every compact subset K’ containing K. Then, 
H(X) is the union of all H,(X; K) as K ranges over all compact subset of X and v ranges 
over all positive numbers. By definition, a Hiilder distribution on X is a linear functional 
H(X) + R! whose restriction to each H,(X; K) is continuous. When X is a differential 
manifold, a Holder distribution is a distribution in the usual sense with some additional 
regularity properties. 
A Radon measure on X, namely a Borelian signed measure which assigns finite mass to 
each compact subset, provides an example of such a Holder distribution. But, as we will see 
in this paper, there are many Holder distributions which are not signed measures. For 
instance, for each Holder continuous function cp: [0, l] -+ R, we can consider the sum 
a(q) = C,“=O ((~(2-7 - q(O)), which converges ince it is bounded by a geometric series; this 
defines a Holder distribution a on [0, 11, which is not a measure since explicit constructions 
show that la(q)1 is not bounded by a constant times the I,” norm of q. 
Holder distributions share an essential feature with signed measures, namely they are 
completely determined by their restriction to their support, as proved by the following 
elementary lemma. This property is well known to be false for many distributions, for 
instance the distribution a(q) = (dq/dt)(O) on R. The fact that is holds for Holder distribu- 
tions will play a crucial role in this article. 
For a Holder distribution a on a metric space X, its support is the smallest closed subset 
K, of X such that a(q) = 0 for every Holder continuous function q : X + Iw whose support is 
compact and disjoint from K,. 
LEMMA 1 (Support Lemma). Let K be a compact subset of a metric space X, and let a be 
a continuous linear form on the space H,(X, K) of HSlder continuous functions of exponent 
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v on X with support contained in K. If,for v’ > v, thefunction ~EH,,(X, K) c H,(X, K) is 
identically 0 on the support K, of a, then a(q) = 0. 
Proof Let r : R + R be the piecewise linear function which is identically 1 on ] - co, $1, 
which is identically 0 on [l, co [I, and which is linear on [& 11. Note that 
It(u) - t(u)1 < 21u - v( for every u, u. 
For every E > 0, consider the function rp,: X -+ R defined by q,(x) = 
cp(x)r(d(x, IQ/e), where d( , ) denotes the metric of X. Observe that (Pi coincides with cp on 
a neighborhood of K,, and therefore that a(cp,) = a(q). 
Also, (Pi is identically 0 outside of the e-neighborhood of K,. Since cp is identically 0 on 
K, and sinceIt < 1, it follows that IpoE < E” )Iq)),,, for every x E X. 
Let us estimate the norm IIqe(lV. For this, we have to estimate the supremum of 
Id@ - cpeW% Y)-‘. 
For x, y with d(x, y) 2 E, 
IrpAx) - cp,(~)ld(x, Y)-” Q 2~“’ IIrpIl.,d(x, y)-’ d 2~“-” llqllv,. 
For x, y with d(x, y) < E, we may assume without loss of generality that at least one of them, 
say x, is in the e-neighborhood of K,, so that ( cp(x)( < E”’ (Icp((,,,. Then. 
Id4 - cpAy)lW, Y)-” = I&M-‘4x, &)I - cpWSW14vv KdIW, Y)-’ 
< I~(x)ll~(~-‘d(x,K,))-5(~-‘d(y,K,))ld(~,y)-’ 
+ Id4 - cpbNW’4y, KW(x,W 
< d” llqllv, 2&-l 4x, y)d(x, y)-” 
+ llvllv, 4x, y)“‘W, Y)-’ 
< 2EY’ II& &-1&1-v + \I(P)(v,&“‘-V 
< 3a”‘-” llqlld 
since v < 1 and v’ > v. 
Combining both cases, we see that the supremum of Iv&) - cp,(y)ld(x, y))’ is bounded 
by 3~~‘-~ ll~llV,. It follows that IlcpEIIy d (E”’ + 3~“‘~” ) llpll,,,. In particular, the function (Pi 
tends to 0 in the space H, (X, K) as E tends to 0. As a consequence, a (cp,) tends to 0 as E tends 
to 0, by continuity of a. Since we observe that a(& = a(q) for every E, this proves that 
a(q) = 0. I7 
For every closed subset Y of a metric space X, every Holder distribution /3 on Y extends 
to a Holder distribution c1 on X by setting a(q) = /?(cplr) for every Holder continuous 
rp : X -+ Iw with compact support. 
LEMMA 2. Zf Y is a closed subset of a metric space X, the above extension operator 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between Holder distributions on Y and Holder 
distributions on X whose support is contained in Y. 
Proof. Clearly, if the Holder distribution c1 on X is obtained by extension of a distribu- 
tion fi of Y, its support is contained in Y. Conversely, let a be a Holder distribution on 
X whose support is contained in Y. We want to associate to it a Holder distribution fl on Y. 
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For this, let $ be a Holder continuous function with compact support and with Holder 
exponent v. We can extend $ to a Holder continuous function cp’ :X + 88, for instance by 
setting q’(x) = inf,,r ($(y) + 2 II$IIyd (x, y)“) where d( , ) denotes the metric of X. Multiply- 
ing cp’ by a Holder continuous function with compact support which is equal to 1 on the 
support of cp, we get a Holder continuous function cp :X + R! with compact support with 
q,r = +. Define fl(1,9) = a(q); by the Support Lemma 1, this /?(I,$) does not depend on the 
choice of the extension cp. In addition, by construction, fi($) depends continuously on $, 
and /I therefore defines a Holder distribution on Y. Clearly, this restriction operator a I-+ j? is 
an inverse for the extension operator. cl 
By the Support Lemma 1, the a-integral a($) of a Holder continuous function $ depends 
only on the restriction of t+Q to the support K, of a. When X is an interval and K, has 
Hausdorff dimension 0, the following lemma shows that this restriction of I+?, and conse- 
quently a($), is completely determined if we know the jumps made by $ at the components 
of X - K,, namely at the gaps left by K, in the interval X. 
LEMMA 3 (Gap Lemma). Let K be a subset of Hausdorff dimension 0 of the interior of an 
interval [a, b] c R. For every component d of [a, b] - K, let xi and xi be the injimum and 
supremum of d. Then, for every Holder continuous function $ : [a, b] + R, 
where the sum ranges over all those components d’ of [a, b] - A which are above d for the 
ordering of these components induced by the order of [a, b]. 
Proof Assume that $ has Holder exponent v > 0. 
For every E > 0, the hypothesis that A has Hausdorff dimension 0 implies that it is 
possible to cover A by finitely many disjoint closed interval Ii, Is, . . . , I, in [a, b] whose 
length II, l2 , . . . ,I, are such that I:= 1 1; < E. Choose the indexing so that II, Id, . . . , I, occur 
in this order for the orientation of [a, b] and, for 1 < i Q n - 1, let di be the component of 
[a, b] - A containing the part of [a, b] which is between Zi and Ii+ 1. Let d, denote the 
component of [a, b] - A which contains b, and let d,, be the one containing a. 
Ifs is smaller than the length of d to the power v, then d must be equal to some d,. Since 
Xd’, = b, 
i&d+) = +(b) + i (ICI&J - Ic/(xt)) + ‘il (1(/(xd:) - rl/(xdi+J. 
i=p+l i=p 
The two points xi,, and xi are in interval Ii+ 1, their distance is therefore bounded by the 
length li+l. It follows that 
I n I n-l 
JlCd) - W) - ,=F+ 1 W(G) - 1(I(xd:)) 1 G C I h&d) - 1(I&+,)l 
i=p 
i=p 
Therefore, + (xl) can be arbitrarily approximated by the sum of I(l(b) and of finitely many 
@(xi) - t,Q(x$) with d’ > d. In addition, observe that the above family {di; p < i < n} 
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contains any arbitrary finite family of d’ > d if we choose E so that sriV is less than the lengths 
of these d’. If follows that I&:) = Ii/(b) + Cd’ ,d (I,&;) - I&&, which concludes the proof 
of the lemma. 0 
3. GEODESIC LAMINATIONS 
To define geodesic laminations, one starts by endowing the surface S with an auxiliary 
Riemannian metric WI of negative curvature, for which the boundary aS is totally geodesic; 
such a metric exists because of our assumption that the Euler characteristic of S is negative. 
Then, a geodesic lamination of S is a partial foliation of S by m-geodesics, namely a closed 
subset I c S decomposed as a union of disjoint geodesics which are simple and do not 
transversely hit the boundary. Recall that a geodesic is simple if it does not cross itself; it 
may be closed or infinite. Also, note that components of Z3 are allowed as part of a geodesic 
lamination. A geodesic lamination i c S covers only a small part of S, in the sense that it 
has Lebesgue measure 0, and even Hausdorff dimension 1 [S, Section 8; 6; 7, Section 1.6; 8; 9, 
Section lo]. In particular, the decomposition of the subset I as a union of disjoint simple 
geodesics is unique; these geodesics are the leaves of 1. 
This definition of a geodesic lamination depends heavily on the choice of the negatively 
curved metric m, but there is a way to make it independent of the choice of the metric as 
follows. 
The universal covering s” has a natural compactification by its boundary at injnity f,. 
One way to define this compactification is to choose a base point &, in the interior of 3, and 
to abstractly add an end point of each infinite geodesic ray issued from x”e. It can be shown 
that the space 3~3, so obtained is topologically independent of the choice of the base point 
f,, and of the choice of the negatively curved metric on S; see for instance [lo, 111 for 
descriptions of this compactification using only the algebraic structure of the fundamental 
group rrl (S). Let G($ be the space of b&infinite geodesics of 3, namely of those unoriented 
geodesics of 3 which do not transversely hit the boundary @. Each geodesic of G(3) is 
asymptotic to two distinct points in the boundary at infinity SW and, conversely, any two 
distinct points of 3, are joined by a unique such geodesic. If follows that G(3) can be 
identified to the set of unoriented pairs of distinct points in s”,, namely 
G(S) z (3, x 3, - A&?, where A denotes the diagonal and where the cyclic group Zz acts 
by exchanging the two factors. For instance, when S has empty boundary, the boundary at 
infinity is topologically a circle (every geodesic ray issued from the base point of 3 is infinite) 
and the space G($) is homeomorphic to an open Mobius strip. When S has non-empty 
boundary, the spaces 3, and G(S) both are Cantor sets. 
Given a geodesic lamination 1, its preimage in 3 gives a x1(S)-invariant geodesic 
lamination 1 of 3, whose leaves form a closed subset of G(Q). This establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between geodesic laminations of S and x1(S)-invariant closed subsets of 
G(g z (3, x 3, - A)/& consisting of pairwise disjoint geodesic. The property of whether 
or not two geodesics of G(S) intersect depends only on a linking property of their end points 
in 3,. Therefore, this description of geodesic laminations depends only on the action of 
z,(S) on &J$,, and is metric independent. 
The two spaces 3, and G(n have a well-defined Hiilder structure, namely a preferred 
metric defined up to the Hiilder equivalence relation which identifies two metrics dI and d2 
when there are constants v > 0 and K > 0 such that K-‘dI(x, y)“’ < dz(x, y) < Kd(x, y) 
for every x, y. Indeed, the choice of a negatively curved metric with totally geodesic 
boundary on S and of a base point Z,, E s” identifies 3, to a subset of the circle of directions 
at lo. This induces a metric on 3, by restriction of the angle metric of this circle of 
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Fig. 1. 
directions. It can be shown that, if we vary the metric or the base point, the Holder 
equivalence class of this metric is unchanged (see [lo; 11, Section 7.2.M]). Therefore, this 
defines a natural Holder structure on 3,, and consequently on G(S) c (3, x s”,)/Z,. 
Throughout the paper, we will assume G(S) endowed with the metric compatible with 
this Holder structure. _ 
To analyze the dynamics of leaves of a geodesic lamination, a very convenient ool is 
provided by train tracks (see [S, 73). 
A train truck T on the surface S consists of a finite family of “long” rectangles ei in S, 
each foliated by arcs parallel to the “short” sides, and meeting as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Namely, two rectangles meet only along their short sides, and every point of the short 
side of a rectangle is contained in another short side of the rectangle; note that this 
allows the two short sides of the same rectangle to meet along an arc. If a component 
of the boundary c?S meets r, then this whole component is contained in r. In addition, 
we require a condition on the complement of r: Observe that each component of S - r has 
a certain number of spikes, corresponding to points belonging to three rectangles; we 
require that no component of S - r is a disc with 0, 1 or 2 spikes or an annulus with no 
spike. 
The rectangles ei are the edges of the train track r. The leaves of the foliation of r induced 
by the foliation of the ei by arcs parallel to the short sides are the ties of r. The (finitely many) 
ties where several edges meet are the switches of r. A tie which is not a switch is said to be 
generic. 
A geodesic lamination 1 is said to be curried by the train track r if it is contained in the 
topological interior of r c S and if each leaf of 1 is transverse to the ties of r. 
4. GEODESIC LAMINATIONS WITH TRANSVERSE HOLDER DISTRIBUTIONS 
A transverse structure for a lamination is a structure locally defined on the space of 
leaves of the lamination and invariant under the holonomy. In codimension 1, this is often 
described as a structure which is defined on each arc transverse to the lamination and which 
is invariant under homotopy of the arc respecting the lamination. However, some care is 
necessary to express this invariance under homotopy. 
To be more specific, consider a geodesic lamination I on S. Assume that Iz is m-geodesic 
for a given negatively curved metric m with totally geodesic boundary on S. By convention, 
a differentiable arc k in S in transverse to 1 if its end points are disjoint from 1 and if its 
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interior is transverse to the leaves of 1. If two such transverse arcs k and k’ can be 
homotoped to each other by a continuous homotopy respecting 1, we cannot in general 
assume that this homotopy is differentiable. However, this homotopy establishes a one-to- 
one correspondence between knl and k’nl, as well as between the components of k - 1 
and the component of k’ - 1. An easy geometric estimate shows that the length of 
a component of k - I is bounded above and below by constants times the length of the 
corresponding component of k’ - 1. (The constants depend on the curvature of m, on the 
diameter of kuk’, and on the minimum angle between k, k’, and A.) Since kni has Hausdorff 
dimension 0 [S; 9, Section lo], the distance in k between two of its points is equal to the 
length of the components of k - il separating them. It follows that the correspondence 
kn,I + k’nA is Lipschitz ( = Holder continuous of Holder exponent l), as well as its inverse. 
In particular, we can choose the homotopy so that the homeomorphism 0: k + k’ it induces 
is Holder continuous, as well as its inverse; in this case, we will say that 0 is Hiilder 
bicontinuous. If this holds, note that 8 enables us to identify Holder distributions on k and 
Holder distributions on k’. 
A transverse Holder distribution u for the geodesic lamination 1 is a Holder distribution 
defined on each differentiable arc k transverse to 2, and such that every Holder bicontinu- 
ous homotopy sending k to another arc k’ while respecting il sends the Holder distribution 
defined on k to the Holder distribution defined on k’. 
The invariance property implies that the Holder distribution deposited by a on a trans- 
verse arc k has support contained in kn1. Indeed, this Holder distribution has to be 
invariant under any Holder bicontinuous homeomorphism of k fixing knl. Applying the 
following elementary lemma to the closure of any component d of k - 1, we conclude that 
a($) = 0 for every Holder continous function $ : k + I&! whose support is contained in d. 
Every Holder continuous function whose support is disjoint from knl can be written as the 
sum of finitely many Holder continuous functions It/i, where the support of $i is contained in 
a component di of k - 1. We conclude that a($) = 0 f or every Holder continuous function 
$ : k + R whose support is contained in k - I, and therefore that the support of the Holder 
distribution deposited by u on k is contained in knl. 
LEMMA 4 Let a be a Holder distribution on the interval [0, l] which is invariant under all 
oriented Holder bicontinuous homeomorphisms of [0, 11. Then, a($) = 0 for every Holder 
continuous function tj : [0, l] + R with support contained in the interior of [0, 11. 
Proof We would like to thank an anonymous referee for this proof, which is simpler 
than our original argument. 
Let v < 1 be a Holder exponent for $. For every k 2 1, let &: [0, l] + [w be the function 
defined by &(x) = $(kx) if kx E [0, l] and I(l&) = 0 otherwise. This function & is obtained 
by composing $ with any Holder bicontinuous homeomorphism of [0, l] coinciding with 
x++ kx. As a consequence, cl(&) = a($). Also, llll/kllV < k’ II$II,. 
If the support of Ic/ is contained in the interior of an interval of length 1 < 1, the support 
of & is contained in the interior of an interval of length l/k. If uk denotes the integer part of 
k/l, we can choose qk disjoint intervals of length l/k in [0, 11. Let v; be the function defined 
by putting a traILdate Of t,bk in each Of these intervals. Then, a(~,&) = qk@($k) and 
11$%11. < 2+kliv < 2k’Ii+IIv- 
If we consider the function n; r I&, we conclude that 11 n; ’ $; IJy < 2n; ’ k” II $ )I y tends to 
0 as k tends to cc (since v < l), while a(n; ’ $;) = a($). By continuity of a, it follows that 
a($) = 0. q 
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Although this definition of transverse Holder distributions for a geodesic lamination 1 is 
relatively intuitive, it is not clear that it is independent of the choice of a negatively curved 
metric m on S. We now give an equivalent definition, based on the space G(q of geodesics of 
the universal covering $. 
We mentioned in Section 3 that G($) admits a natural Holder structure. Since the notion 
of Holder distribution depends only on the Holder equivalence class of the metric con- 
sidered, we therefore have a natural space of Holder distributions on G(f). 
Let a geodesic Hiilder current on S be a Holder distribution on G(q which is invariant 
under the action of x1(S). 
PROPOSITION 5. Given a geodesic lamination 1 on S, there is a natural one-to-one corres- 
pondence between transverse Hiilder distributions for 1 and geodesic Hiilder currents whose 
support in G(g) is contained in the set 1 consisting of the lifts of the leaves of 1. 
Proof Consider a geodesic Holder current a whose support is contained in 2. By Lemma 2, 
this amounts to a nl(S)-invariant Holder distribution on 1 c G(S). If k is a transverse arc for 3L, 
lift it to an arc E in $ Cutting k into smaller arcs if necessary, we can assume that E meets each 
geodesic of 1 in at most one point. Then, by consideration of intersection points, we can identify 
knl with the set xnG(t;) consisting of those geodesics of 1 which cross E By an easy geometric 
estimate (see for instance [12, Section 5.2.6]), the distance between the directions of two 
geodesics of xnG(Q is bounded by a constant imes the distance between their intersection 
points with E By definition of the Holder structure of G(q), it follows that the identification of 
knl with XnG(&j is Holder bicontinuous. By Lemma 2, CI induces a Holder distribution on 
XnG(@, and therefore on knl. By extension, we get a Holder distribution on k whose support is 
contained in knl. The n,(S)-invariance of tl implies that this Holder distribution does not 
depend on the choice of the lift R This defines a Holder distribution on each arc k transverse to 
4 which is easily seen to be invariant under Holder bicontinuous homotopy of k respecting 1. 
Conversely, let CI be a transverse Holder distribution for 1. For every gE1, there is 
a neighborhood U of g in 1 consisting of those geodesics which cross an arc E transverse to 
2. We can assume E small enough so that it meets each geodesic of 1 in at most one point. If 
k denotes the projection of E to S, the transverse Holder distribution a induces a Holder 
distribution on k support is contained in knl, and therefore a Holder distribution on 
kd z U by Lemma 2. In addition, this Holder distribution on U is independent of the 
choice of k by the invariance property of CI. Therefore, a induces a Holder distribution on 
a small neighborhood of each geodesic of 1, which extends to a Holder distribution on 1 by 
using a suitable Holder continuous partition of unity, which itself extends to a Holder 
distribution on G(q with support contained in 1. The fact that this Holder distribution is 
invariant under the action of rc,(S) is immediate. 
These two transformations clearly form a one-to-one correspondence between the 
transverse distribution for 1 and the geodesic Holder current whose support is contained 
in 1. cl 
In addition to showing that this notion of transverse Holder distribution for a geodesic 
lamination is metric independent, Proposition 5 is also important for applications. Indeed, 
the notion of geodesic Holder current turns out to be a very powerful tool, as illustrated for 
instance in our use of Proposition 5 in [l, Sections 9 and lo]. See also [13, 143 for other 
applications of geodesic measure currents, namely geodesic Holder currents which are 
measures on G(g). In addition, by some relatively easy estimates, the framework of [14] 
associates a geodesic Holder current to each tangent vector to Teichmiiller space. 
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5. TRANSVERSE HOLDER DISTRIBUTIONS TO A GIVEN GEODESIC LAMINATION 
In this section, we classify the transverse Holder distributions with which a given 
geodesic lamination Iz can be endowed. Consider a geodesic lamination 1 carried by the 
train track r. It will be convenient o consider the preimages ‘x and 5 of 1 and r in 3. 
A curve c is curried by ? if it is contained in the interior of ? and if it is everywhere 
transverse to its ties. Such a compact oriented curve c carried by 7 traverses ome oriented 
edges el, e2, . . . , ,, e of 5, in this order, where an orientation of an edge amounts to a coherent 
transverse orientation of its ties. Let an edge path be any ordered finite sequence 
Y = (ei, e2, . . . , e,) associated in this way to a compact oriented curve carried by t. In this 
situation, we will say that the curve cjiollows the edge path y. A curve c (possibly infinite) 
realizes the edge path y if there is a compact subinterval c’ of c which is carried by ? and 
which follows y. The length of the edge path y = (ei, e2, . . . , e,) is the number n of edges in 
the sequence. 
For an edge path y on 7, there is an arc k contained in a tie of? such that those geodesics 
of 1 which realize y are exactly those which meet k. If a is a transverse Holder distribution 
for 2, define a(y) to be the a-integral of the constant function 1 on k with respect to the 
Holder distribution defined by c1 on k. By invariance under Holder continuous homotopy 
respecting 1, this number is independent of the choice of k. 
If e is an edge of 7, we will write a(e) for a((e)), where (e) is the edge path consisting of 
e alone. By invariance under the action of rcl (S), a(e) depends only on the edge e’ of 
r corresponding to e, and will also be denoted by a(e’). 
Also, if k is an arc transverse to I, let a(k) denote the a-integral of the constant function 
1 for the Holder distribution deposited by a on k. Note that a(k) is unchanged if we deform 
k by a homotopy respecting 1. 
We want to show that the data of the a(e), with e ranging over all edges of z, completely 
determine the transverse Holder distribution a to A. Focus attention on a generic tie k. of r. 
It suffices to show that the Holder distribution induced by a on each such k. is completely 
determined by 1 and the a(e). Fix an orientation for k,,. Let d be a component of k. - 1. 
Define h,(d) as the a-integral of an arbitrary Holder continuous function which is identically 
1 on the part of k,nA that is below d for the orientation of ko, and which is identically 0 on 
the part of k,nl that is above d. By the Support Lemma 1, h,(d) is independent of the choice 
of such a function. We call h,(d) the a-height of d with respect o ko. 
We first show how to compute this h,(d) from the edge weights a(e) associated by a to the 
edges of z. When d is one of the two components of k. - 3, that contain an end point of ko, 
then h,(d) is equal to 0 for the one containing the negative end point, and is equal to the 
weight a(eo) of the edge e. containing k. for the one containing the positive end point. 
Therefore, we can restrict our attention to the case where d contains no end point of ko. 
Identify k. to one of its lifts as a generic tie of 7. Then, there are two leaves g: and g; of 
2 which pass through the end points of d, where kong; is below kOngd+ for the orientation 
of ko. 
Since g; and g: are distinct, they cannot realize the same bi-infinite edge path in T. 
Therefore, g: and g; respectively realize some edge paths (eo, el, . . . , e,, e,, 1) and 
(eo, cl, . . . ,e,, 4+i> with e,+i # e:, 1, where e. is the edge containing ko. 
Any leaf g of 1 which hits k. below d must realize an edge path (eo, el, . . . , ei,f) with 
0 < i < I where f is different from et+ 1 and branches out on the negative side of 
(e0, el, . . . ,e,, e,+l ) for the transverse orientation of this edge path determined by the 
orientation of ko. LetfiJi, . . . ,f, be the collection of these edgesfwhich branch out on the 
negative side of (eo, ei , . . . , e,, e, + i), including fi = e:+ 1. 
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Conversely, every leaf which realizes such an (fk) must either hit kc, below d or realize 
an edge path (f, ej, . . . , ei- 1, ei,X) where S is different from ej- r and branches in on the 
negative side of ( eo, el , . . . , e,, ei + I ). Let f, + I,_& + Z , . . . ,f, be the collection of these edges 
f which branch in on the negative side of (eo, e, , . . . , e,, e,+ 1). In addition, any leaf which 
realizes (fi) with p + 1 < i < q must exit through one of thefj with 1 < j < p. 
By additivity of CX, we obtain from these observations that h,(d) = Cr=‘=, a(J) - 
X’=,+ 1 a ( fi ). This proves: 
LEMMA 6. For every component d of k0 - I, the u-height h,(d) is a linear function of the 
u(e) associated to the edges of z. More precisely, if the component d of k0 - 1 contains no end 
point of k0 
h,(d) = c s(f )a(f) 
f 
where the sum is over all edges f branching in or our on the negative side of the edge path 
(e0, e,, . . . ,e,,e,+J dfi d b e ne a ove, and where e(f) = - 1 or + 1 according to whether 
f branches in or out. Zf d contains one of the end points of k,,, then h,(d) is equal to a(eo) for the 
positive end point, and to 0 for the negative end point. 0 
As a corollary, we get: 
LEMMA 7. For every arc k transverse to 1, the number a(k) is uniquely determined by the 
weights a(e) associated by a to the edges e of the train track z. 
Proof: If k is contained in a generic tie k0 of z, this immediately follows from Lemma 
6 since a(k) = h,(dz) - h, (d;), where d: and d; are the components of k0 - il respectively 
containing the positive and negative end points of k. 
In the general case, k can be decomposed into finitely many small arcs ki with disjoint 
interiors such that each ki can be homotoped respecting a to an arc contained in a generic 
tie or r. By invariance of a under homotopy respecting 1, the result then follows by applying 
the previous case to each ki. 0 
PROPOSITION 8. Let 1 be a geodesic lamination carried by the train track z, and let a be 
a transverse Holder distribution for A. Let rj : k,-, --+ R be a Holder continuous function defined 
on an oriented generic tie of z. Then, 
where the sum is over all components d of k0 - 2, where xl and x; are the positive and 
negative end points of d, and where xk’, is the positive end point of kO. 
Proof. We will split the proof into several steps. 
By [8; 9, Section lo], the set konL has Hausdorff dimension 0. We can therefore apply 
the Gap Lemma 3 to k0 and k,,nl, and conclude that, for every component d of k0 - A, 
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where the sum is over all components d’ of kc, - 1 which are above d for the orientation 
of ko. 
For each component d of k0 - 1, let qd: kO --f R be the continuous function which is 
identically 1 on those points which are below d, is identically 0 on those points which are 
above d, and is linear with respect o arc length on d. 
As in Section 2, let H,(X) denote the space of Holder continuous functions cp :X + [w of 
Holder exponent v with compact support, endowed with the Holder norm 11 IIy. The 
following lemma can be viewed as a refinement of the Gap Lemma 3, since it precises the 
convergence in that lemma. 
LEMMA 9 (Holder Gap Lemma). Zf $ is Hiilder continuous with Hijlder exponent v, the 
series tibkfo) + c~(ti(xi) - II/(x:)) vd converges to some function $ in every Hiilder space 
H,.(k,) with 0 < v’ < v. In addition, I$ coincides with $ on k,,nl. 
Proof In contrast to the proof of the Gap Lemma 3, the proof of Lemma 9 uses global 
properties of the geodesic lamination L in a crucial way. 
Since k,, is compact, the space H,,(k,) is complete. It therefore suffices to prove the 
convergence of the series I,,1 I@;) - +(x:)1 ll~ll+ 
To estimate Jlqdllv,, let 6( , ) denote the arc length metric on kO. Then, the maximum of the 
ratio IQ(X) - q,( y)l6(x, y)-” is attained when x and y are the end points of the interval d. It 
follows that llr,rdllv, = 1 + l(d)-“’ where Z(d) is the length of d. In particular, ~~q,,~~,,~ < 21(d)-” 
for all but finitely many d. 
Also, I t&x;) - $(x:)1 < IIt,bIIJ(d)‘. It therefore suffice to prove the convergence of the 
series C,E(d)-“. 
Consider e complement S - A with the path metric induced by the metric of S. Its 
completion S - 1 is a surface with geodesic boundary and is the union of a compact part 
and of finitely many spikes, each bounded by two asymptotic geodesics; see [S, Section 8.5; 
12, Section 4.21. Each component d of k0 - 1 gives an arc in S-fz13. going from the boundary 
to the boundary. 
By transversality, those components d of k,, - 1 which meet the compact part of ST1 
have length bounded awAy from 0. Therefore, there are only finitely many of them. 
For each spike of S - 1, index the components d of k0 - 2. that are contained in this 
spikeasd,, . . . ,d,, . . . , in such a way that the d, occur in this order as we move towards the 
end of the spike. Then an easy geometric estimate, using the negative curvature of the metric 
m of S, shows that the length of d, is an O(B-“), where the constant B > 1 depends only on 
the curvature of m and the infimum of the length of the components of I - kO. 
It follows that the series &Z(d)“-” is bounded by the sum of finitely many series 
C;=lE-(=‘)n. Since B > 1 and v’ < v, these geometric series are convergent and this 
concludes the proof of the convergence of the series Cd(ll/(x;) - +(x:))q, in the Holder 
space H,, (k,), as claimed. Consider the Holder continuous function $ = $(x&) + 
Ca(ll/(xh) - b%‘ki?)Y]d. 
For every component d of k0 - 1, y]d’(x:) = 0 if d’ 6 d and qd’(xd+) = 1 if d’ > d. It 
follows that 
i&x:, = VedJ + 1 (IL&) - bw)) = be:) 
d’>d 
by the Gap Lemma 3. Since konil has Hausdorff dimension 0, its interior in k0 is empty and 
the xi, where d ranges over all components of k0 - 1, are dense in k,,nl. By continuity, it 
follows that I$ coincides with $ on k,,nl. El 
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The Support Lemma 1 implies that a($) = I if $ is the function provided by the 
Holder Gap Lemma 9. On the other hand, by continuity of c1 in H,, (k,), 
(ti&-) - $(x:)b(?d) 
by definition of h,(d). Since a($) = a($), this completes the proof of Proposition 8. q 
We can extend Proposition 8 to any arc k transverse to 1. 
THEOREM 10. Let 1 be a geodesic lamination carried by the train track z, and let a be 
a transverse Holder distribution for 1. Let + : k + Iw be a Holder continuous function defined on 
an oriented arc k transverse to A. Then, 
a(vQ) = a(k)ti(x:) + c hm(4Wi) - Wi)) 
d 
where the sum is over all components d of k - 1, where h,(d) is the a-height of d with respect to 
k, where xi and xi are the positive and negative end points of d, and where x: is the positive 
end point of k. 
Proof: The arc k can be decomposed into subarcs kI, . . . , k, such that each ki can be 
homotoped respecting L to an arc k: that is contained in the interior of a generic tie k; of 
a train track r carrying 1. The result easily follows from the application of Proposition 8 and 
of the Gap Lemma 3 to each of these kr. We leave the details as an exercise. 0 
A corollary of Theorem 10 and Lemma 7 is that a transverse Holder distribution a for 
a geodesic lamination I is uniquely determined by the weights a(e) it assigns to the edges of 
a train track carrying il. 
We will say that the geodesic lamination 1 is snugly carried by the train track r if 2 is 
carried by r, if I meets every tie of r, and if there is no curve carried by r which is disjoint 
from I and which joins an end point of a spike of S - r to another one. Note that, if 1 is 
carried but not snugly carried by r, cutting r open along appropriate curves gives a train 
track r which carries I and is topologically simpler than r. Applying a succession of such 
reductions, we eventually reach a train track which snugly carries 1. 
If the geodesic lamination i is carried by the train track r and if a is a tranverse Holder 
distribution for 1, note that the edge weights a(e) satisfy, for every weights s, the following 
switch relation: If e, , . . . , e,,, are the edges arriving on one side of s and if fi, . . . ,f. are the 
edges arriving on the other side, 
jtl atei) = i a(f;:). 
j=l 
Indeed, this immediately follows from the additivity of a. 
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THEOREM 11. Consider a geodesic lamination 1 which is snugly carried by the train track z. 
The rule which assigns the weights a(e) to each transverse Holder distribution a for 1 estab- 
lishes a one-to-one correspondence between these transverse Holder distributions and the 
assignments of real weights to the edges of z that satisfy the switch relations, namely such that, 
at each switch of z, the sum of the weights of the incoming edges is equal to the sum of the 
weights of the outgoing edges. 
Proof Theorem 10 and Lemma 7 show that a transverse Holder distribution a is 
uniquely determined by the corresponding weights a(e). Therefore, we only have to prove 
that any set of weights satisfying the switch relations can be realized by a transverse Holder 
distribution. The proof is not difficult, but turns out to be more lengthy than one might have 
anticipated. 
If E denotes the set of edges of r, let a : E + R be a system of edge weights on z which 
satisfies the switch relations. We want to construct a transverse Holder distribution a for 
R such that a(e) = a(e) for every edge e of r. 
Consider an oriented generic tie k0 of r. To each component d of k,, - 1, we associate 
a number h,(d) by the formula of Lemma 6 applied to a instead of a. Namely, if d does not 
contain either of the end points of kO, we lift k0 and d to the universal covering s and 
consider the two leaves g: and g; of 1 passing through its end points. There is an edge path 
(eo, cl, . . . , e,(d)), starting at the edge e. of 5 containing ko, such that g: and g; respectively 
realize edge paths (e0, el, . . . ) er(d), e,(d)+ I> and <eo,el, . . . , ekdb e:(d) + 1 > with 
e,(d)+ 1 # &) + 1. Note that this edge path is uniquely determined because T snugly carries 1. 
Then define 
h&4 = 7 e(f )a(f 1 
where the sum is over all edges f branching in or out on the negative side of the edge path 
(e0, ei, . . . , e,, e,, 1), and where s(f) = - 1 or + 1 according to whether f branches in or 
out. When d contains one of the end points of ko, define h,(d) = 0 if d contains the negative 
end point, and h,(d) = a(eo) if d contains the positive end point, where e. is the edge 
containing ko. 
Given a Holder continuous function $ : k. + R with Holder exponent v, define 
d 
where the sum ranges over all components d of k. - A, and where xf is the positive end 
point of ko. This formula is of course quite natural in view of Proposition 8. 
By definition, h&f) is an 0( [lull (r(d) + l)), where Ilull is the maximum of the la(e)1 as 
e ranges over all edges of z. Also, since the geodesics g: and g; realize the same edge path of 
length r(d), they stay at uniformly bounded distance over a length which is at least Cr(d), for 
some constant C depending on the length of the edges of Z, suitably defined. The negativity 
of the curvature of the metric of S then provides a constant B > 1 such that l(d) = O(B-r(d)). 
In particular, $(xd) - +(x:) = 0( II+IIJ(d)“) = 0( IIIC/llvB-“(d)). 
Project the situation to S. The two geodesics g: and g; bifurcate at the end switch of the 
edge r,(d), where they are the leaves of I that are closest to a spike 0 of S - r. In particular, 
these two leaves of 1 are completely determined by the spike c. We can then go backwards, 
starting from TV and following these two leaves so as to retrace the edge path backwards, 
until we eventually hit k. after crossing r(d) edges of z. In particular, the gap d is uniquely 
determined by the spike c and by the number r(d). 
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It follows that C, Ih,(d)ll$(xh) - $(x:)1 is bounded by the sum of finitely many series 
II4 11~11” C,“=o(r + 1) II--“. This guarantees the convergence of the series &h,(d) 
(iKG) - $(x:)) d h an s ows that a($) = 0( llall II$IIJ. In particular, a defines a Holder 
distribution on kc. 
We want to show that this a is invariant under Holder continuous homotopy respecting 
1. First, we show that a is independent of our choice for an orientation of kO. If we reverse 
the orientation of kO, then the number h,(d) is replaced by another number h&f) for every 
component d of kO - 1, and 
where xk; is the negative end point of kO for the original orientation. 
LEMMA 12. For every component d of k. - x, 
Proof: This is only the point of Theorem 11 where we use the switch relations. 
The result is immediate when d contains an end point of kO, so we can assume that this is 
not the case. Then, the leaves g: and g; passing through the end points of d respectively 
realize edge paths (e0, el, . . . ,er(d), er(d)+l) and (6, el, . . . ,er(d), &d)+l) with e,(d)+1 Z 
&d)+l. 
By definition, h,(d) is equal to the sum of the weights of those edges which branch out on 
the negative side of (eo, el, . . . , e,(,$), e,(d)+l) minus the sum of the weights of those edges 
which branch in on the negative side of (ee, el, . . . , e,(& k&d)+ 1). Similarly, t;,(d) is equal to 
the sum of the weights of those edges which branch out on the positive side of 
(co, cl , . . . ,er(d)? e:(d)+1 ) minus the sum of the weights of those edges which branch in on the 
positive side of (eo, el, . . . , er(,$), e,(d)+ l) (still using the transverse orientation of edge paths 
defined by the orientation of k,). 
Using the fact that the weights a(e) satisfy the switch relations, we conclude that the 
contribution to h,(d) + 1;,(d) of those edges which branch in or out at the switch separating 
ek from ek+ 1 is equal to a(+) - a(ek+ 1) if 0 < k < r(d), and to a(er(d)), if k = r(d). It follows 
that h,(d) + &(d) = u(eO). 0 
Applying Lemma 12, 
d d 
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by the Gap Lemma 3. Therefore, the Holder distribution a is independent of the choice of 
orientation of kO. 
If $ is a Holder continuous function defined on an arc k transverse to A, we can 
decompose k as a union of finitely many arcs ki and $ as the sum of finitely many Holder 
continuous functions I++~: k + R such that, for every i, the support of $i is contained in the 
interior of ki and the arc ki can be homotoped respecting I to an arc contained in a tie of 
r (note that this last condition is trivially true when kinl is empty). Define a($J using the 
homotopy from ki to an arc in a generic tie of r, and define a($) as the sum of the a($$ 
To show that a defines a transverse Holder distribution for I, we only have to prove the 
following: If the arcs k and k’ are respectively contained in the interior of generic ties k,, and 
kb of z and are homotopic respecting I, and if the Holder continuous functions t~5 : k, + R 
and Ic/’ :to + IR are such that their supports are respectively contained in the interior of 
k and k’ and such that the restriction I,$ corresponds to tijk under a Holder bicontinuous 
homotopy from k to k’ respecting 1, then a($) = a(+‘) 
We can clearly restrict our attention to the case where the edges e. and eb respectively 
containing k. and to meet at some switch s of r. Orient k. and tie so that they induce the 
same orientation for s. 
The homotopy from k and k’ establishes a one-to-one correspondence between those 
components d of k. - ,I that meet k and those components d’ of k. - ,? that meet k’. In 
addition, if d’ corresponds to d, then + (xi ) = $(x: ), even when d contains an end point of 
k. On the other hand, h,(J) - h,(d) is equal to the sum of the weights of those edges which 
branch in at s in the same direction as e. and on the negative side of eo, minus the sum of the 
weights of those edges which branch out at s in the same direction as eb and on the negative 
side of eb. In particular, h,(d) - h,(d) = A for some constant A independent of d. 
It follows that a($‘) - a($) = A&($(x,) - $(x:)) = 0 by the Gap Lemma 3, where the 
sum is over those components d of k. which meet k. This shows that a defines a transverse 
Holder distribution for 2. Since a(e) = a(e) for every edge of r, this concludes the proof of 
Theorem 11. 0 
A corollary of Theorem 11 is that the transverse Holder distributions for a given 
geodesic lamination form a finite dimensional vector space. We now determine the dimen- 
sion of this space. 
Let the Euler characteristic ~(1) of a geodesic lamination 1 be the alternating sum of the 
ranks of its tech cohomology groups (considering 1as a subset of S). Although easy to state, 
this definition is not very convenient for computations. The following observations provides 
a more useful expression of this Euler characteristic. 
LEMMA 13. The Euler characteristic of a geodesic lamination 1 is equal to the Euler 
characteristic of any train track z that snugly carries 1. 
Proof: Splitting up r along arcs that are carried by z, that originate from the spikes of 
S - r and that are disjoint from 1, we can create a family of train tracks zi which form 
a nested basis of neighborhoods for ,? and such that the inclusion maps ri - r are homotopy 
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equivalences. The inclusion map II + r then induces an isomorphism of Tech cohomology, 
and therefore ~(1) = x(r). cl 
It easily follows from Lemma 13 and from the definition of train tracks that the Euler 
characteristic of a geodesic lamination is always non-positive. 
A geodesic lamination i is orientable it it is possible to continuously orient its leaves. In 
practice, to decide whether a geodesic lamination is orientable, it is useful to consider a train 
track which snugly carries it. A train track if orientable if it is possible to continuously 
choose a transverse orientation for its ties. There clearly is a finite algorithm to decide 
whether or not a given train track is orientable. 
LEMMA 14. If the geodesic lamination A is snugly carried by the train track z, then 1 is 
orientable if and only if z is orientable. 
Proof Clearly, an orientation for r determines an orientation for 1. 
Conversely, assume that 1 is oriented. We claim that the orientation of the leaves of 
I induces the same transverse orientation on each tie k of r. Indeed, there would otherwise 
be a component d of k - 1 such that the leaves g: and g; of 2 passing through the end 
points of d induce opposite transverse orientations on k. Because r snugly carries A, these 
two leaves have to follow the same infinite edge path in one direction. In particular, they are 
asymptotic on one side, contradicting the continuity of the orientation of 1 since they carry 
opposite orientations. 
Therefore, the orientation of 1 induces a well-defined transverse orientation for the ties 
of r, and defines an orientation for r. cl 
Lemma 14 makes it possible to decide whether or not a given geodesic lamination is 
orientable. 
THEOREM 15. The transverse Holder distributions for a geodesic lamination 1 form 
a vector space of dimension - ~(2) + n,(A), where n,(A) is the number of components of I which 
are orientable. 
Proof: In view of Theorem 11, Lemma 13 and Lemma 14 it suffices to show the 
following combinatorial fact: Given a train track r, let W(r) be the set of all edge weight 
systems for r which satisfy the switch relations; the W(r) is a vector space of dimension 
- x(r) + n,(z), where n,(z) is the number of orientable components of z. The proof of this 
assertion is essentially in [7, Section 2.11, although it is not explicitly stated there. We 
include it for completeness. 
To prove this result, it is useful to leave the category of train tracks on S. If we collapse 
each of the ties of the train track r to a point, we obtain an abstract graph y whose edges 
correspond to the edges of z and whose vertices correspond to the switches of r. The edge 
ends adjacent o a given switch s of r are separated into two sets, corresponding to each side 
of s. This induces an additional structure on y, namely a partition of the link of each vertex 
of y into two non-empty subsets. We will call such a graph y, endowed with a partition of the 
link of each vertex into two non-empty subsets, a train truck graph. In this context, we want 
to show that the space W(y) of edge weight systems for a train track graph y is a vector space 
of dimension - x(y) -t- n,(y), for the obvious definitions. We can clearly restrict our 
attention to the case where y is connected. 
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Let e be an edge of a train track graph y, whose end vertices u1 and u2 are distinct. Let y’ 
be obtained from y by collapsing e to a point u’. The graph y’ can be turned into a train track 
graph by keeping the same link partitions as y outside of u1 and u2, and by partitioning the 
link of u’ as follows. Let the partition of the link of Vi in y consist of Ai and Bi, where Ai 
contains the end of the edge e. In the link of u’ in y’, let Af and i?: consist of the edge ends 
corresponding to edge ends in Ai and Bi, respectively. Then, we partition the link of u’ as the 
union of A; uB; and A;uB;. It is immediate that this new train track graph y’ is orientable 
if and only if y is orientable, that x (7’) = x(y), and that the restriction operator induces an 
isomorphism W(y) r W(y’). 
After performing a succession of such edge collapses, we eventually reach a train track 
graph yn with only one vertex, such that yn is orientable if and only if y is orientable, such that 
x(y,) = x(y) and such that W(yJ is isomorphic to W(y). Note that y. has - x(y) + 1 edges. 
If every edge of yn has its ends in opposite subsets of the link partition of the vertex of yn, 
then the switch relation defining W(y,J is trivial. It follows that W(y.) Z’ W(y) has dimen- 
sion - x(y) + 1. Note that, in this case, yn is orientable and therefore that y is orientable. 
If there is an edge of y. whose ends are in the same subset of the link partition of the 
vertex of y,,, then the switch relation defining E(y.) is non-trivial. It follows that 
W(y,) E W(y) has dimension - x(y). In this case yn is non-orientable and therefore y is 
non-orientable. 
This proves that, for a connected train track graph y, the dimension of W(y) is equal to 
- x(y) + 1 or - x(y), according to whether y is orientable or not. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 15. 0 
As an illustration of Theorem 15, consider the case where the geodesic lamination L is 
maximal, namely is not a proper subset of a larger geodesic lamination; this is equivalent o 
the property that the complement S - ,J consists of infinite triangles, namely of topological 
disks each with 3 spikes. Then, a counting argument shows that x(y) = 3x(S). Also, I is 
connected and non-orientable (each component of the complement of an orientable 
geodesic lamination must have an even number of spikes). Therefore, the transverse Holder 
distributions for a maximal geodesic lamination form a vector space of dimension - 3x(S). 
We conclude this section by giving a criterion to decide when a geodesic lamination 
d admits afull support ransverse Holder distribution CI, namely one such that, for every arc 
k transverse to I, the Holder distribution deposited by a and k has support exactly equal to 
kn,?. By comparison, a geodesic lamination admits a full support transverse measure if and 
only if it contains no infinite isolated leaves or, equivalently, if every leaf is dense in the 
component of ;1 that contains it (see 5, Section 8; 153). 
A geodesic lamination I can be uniquely decomposed as the union of finitely many 
(closed) minimal sublaminations, in which all leaves are dense, and of finitely many injnite 
isolated leaves g, for which each end of g is asymptotic to one of these minimal sublamina- 
tions (see [S, Section 8; 12, Section 4.21). 
THEOREM 16. A geodesic lamination A admits a full support transverse Hiilder distribution 
if and only if,for euery infinite isolated leaf g of I, the geodesic lamination 1 - g has at most the 
same number of orientable components as A. 
Proof. If a is a transverse Holder distribution for the geodesic lamination 1 and if g is an 
infinite isolated leaf of 1, define the u-mass a(g) of g as a(k) where k is an arc transverse to 
1 such that knl = kng consists of exactly one point. This is clearly independent of the 
choice of k. 
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Each of the minimal sublaminations of 1 admits a full support transverse measure [S, 
Section 8; 151. Since we can always add these transverse measures to a transverse Holder 
distribution for I, it follows that ;Z admits a full support transverse Holder distribution if 
and only if it admits a transverse Holder distribution a for which each infinite isolated leaf 
has non-zero a-mass. By additivity, this is equivalent o the property that, for each infinite 
isolated leaf g, there is a transverse Holder distribution a for 1 with a(g) # 0, namely which 
is not the extension of a transverse Holder distribution for 1- g. (Note that ;1- g is closed 
in 1, so that this extension operation is well defined.) Again, this is equivalent to the 
property that, for each infinite isolated leaf g, the spaces of transverse Holder distributions 
for I and R - g have different dimensions. Since ~(2 - g) = ~(1) + 1, the result then follows 
from our computation of these dimensions in Theorem 15. tl 
6. TRANSVERSE COCYCLES FOR A GEODESIC LAMINATION 
Given a geodesic lamination 1, Theorem 15 establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
between the analytic data of a transverse Holder distribution for 3, and the combinatorial 
data of edge weights on a train track r that snugly carries 1. In this section, we reinterpret 
this combinatorial data in a train track independent way, which is more convenient for 
applications (see for instance [2]). 
A transverse cocycle for I is a map associating a number a(k) E R to each unoriented arc 
k transverse to 1, which satisfies the following properties: a is additive in the sense that 
u(k) = u(kl) + a(k2) if we split k into two subarcs kl and k2 with disjoint interiors; and a is 
l-invariant in the sense that u(k) = a&‘) whenever the arc k can be deformed to the arc k’ by 
a homotopy respecting ;1. In other words, a transverse cocycle is some kind of transverse 
finitely additive signed measure for A. 
The use of the word cocycle in this definition is justified by the fact that such a transverse 
cocycle defines a 1-cocycle twisted by the local transverse orientation of I in the following 
sense. Consider the 2-fold covering 2 -+ 3, consisting of local transverse orientation for 1. 
This covering can be extended to a covering 8 -+ U where U is a neighborhood of 1 in S, for 
instance, we can take for U any train track which snugly carried 1. Then, a transverse 
cocycle a defines a cochain a* in 8 as follows: If fi is a small oriented arc transverse to 1 in 
0 and if k denotes its projection to U, b(l;) = u(k) if the orientation of k agrees with the 
canonical transverse orientation of 1, and a(@ = - u(k) if its orientation is opposite to this 
canonical transverse orientation. The invariance of a under homotopy respecting A implies 
that the cochain a^ is actually a cocycle. We can interpret a^ as a cocycle on U valued in 
the coefficient bundle (6 x R)/Z,, where Zz acts on 8 by the covering transformation 
and on R by multiplication by - 1. Taking the projective limit as U gets smaller and 
smaller, we can associate to a^ a class in a twisted cohomology space depending only 
on A. 
Each transverse Holder distribution a for ;1 clearly defines a transverse cocycle uor, by 
associating to each transverse arc k the a-integral a(k) of the constant function 1 on k. 
THEOREM 17. The above map a H a, dejines a one-to-one correspondence between truns- 
verse Hiilder distributions and transverse cocycle for 1. 
Proof. Let z be a train track that snugly carries 1. Then, the weight a(e) associated by 
a transverse Holder distribution a to each edge e of z is equal to u,(k), where k is any generic 
tie of e. By Theorem 11, it follows that the map a H a, is injective. 
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Conversely, if a is a transverse cocycle for I, associate to each edge e of r the number 
u(e) = a(k) where k is any generic tie of e. By additivity of a, these edge weights satisfy the 
switch relations, and Theorem 11 provides a transverse Holder distribution a such that 
a(e) = a(e) for every edge e. 
It remains to show that a, = a, namely that a(k) = u(k) for every transverse arc k. By 
additivity of a and a, it suffices to prove this for arcs which are sufficiently small and, by 
invariance of a and a under homotopy respecting 1, we can therefore restrict our attention 
to the case where k is contained in a generic tie k0 of r. Again by additivity of a and a, we can 
even restrict our attention to the case where k contains the negative nd point of k,-,. In this 
case, a(k) is equal to the a-height h,(d) of the component d of k0 - 1 containing the other 
end point of k. Lemma 6 expresses a(k) = h,(d) as an explicit linear function of the edge 
weights a(e). Note that the proof of Lemma 6 uses only the additivity of a. Therefore, the 
same proof shows that u(k) can be expressed as the same linear function of the weights u(e). 
Since a(e) = a(e) for every edge e, it follows that a(k) = u(k). 
This completes the proof that a, = a. q 
To conclude, we show that a transverse Holder distribution is a transverse (positive) 
measure if and only if the corresponding transverse cocycle is positive. More precisely: 
PROPOSITION 18. The transverse Hijlder distribution a for the geodesic lamination 1 is 
a transverse measure if and only ij-a(k) >, 0 for every arc k transverse to L 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. 
Conversely, assume that a(k) 2 0 for every arc k transverse to 1. Given such a transverse 
arc k and a continuous function $ : k -+ R, decompose k into small arcs kl,kz, . . . , k,, with 
disjoint interiors, choose an arbitrary point xi in each ki, and consider the Riemann sum 
Cl= I a(kg)$(XJ. Because the a(kJ are non-negative and by uniform continuity of $, it is easy 
to check that this Riemann sum converges to some number a’($) as the size of the ki tends to 
0. In addition a’($) < a(k) /J/II,. This provides a measure a’ on k, which is clearly invariant 
under homotopy respecting 1. The corresponding transverse measure a’ defines the same 
transverse cocycle as a. By Theorem 17, it follows that a = a’, and therefore that a is 
a transverse measure. cl 
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